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This study purports to compare four methods of
cueing on auditory comprehension in English among Form IV
students in two Anglo-Chinese schools.
Language comprehension has been a subject of chief
concern to teachers of English as a second tongue. Since
listening and speaking precedes reading and writing, the
first efforts of both the student and the teacher should.
be directed toward listening and reading comprehension.
Various methods of cueing are employed by the instructor
to assist the learner to understand what is being told or
read in English. While the term comprehension has been
widely used in textbooks and it has been taken for granted
that everybody knows what it means, the underlying factors
and process which comprehension involves still require better
clarification. In the teaching of English comprehension
too much stress has generally been placed on reading at
the expense of listening, to the extent that many students
know little about the prime importance of auditory
comprehension as the foundation for reading comprehension.
2The learning of comprehension skills should not be left to
trial-and-error. There are some indications that by
placing cues in strategic positions within the presentation,
the teacher can guide the learners to study the material
more intelligently.
Up to the present, a number of psycho-linguists
have attempted to define comprehension or to develop a
model illustrating its underlying elements, with varying
degrees of success. Although there is not vet one
universally accepted definition. for comprehension, these
attempts do bring the subject to better focus. Chomsky
(1957, 1965) distinguished in language a surface structure
and a deep structure. The former refers to phonological
aspect and sentence structure of the language, while the
latter refers to experiences, fears, ideas, feelings, that
are not completely signified by syntactic rules. He
defined comprehension as a process which occurs between
the surface and the deep structure by means of vocabulary,
phonology and syntax of a particular language. Fodor and
Katz (1964) used the formalistic procedures Chomsky devised-
for syntactic analysis in the area of semantics to test
whether meaning could similarly be studied. All people,
he indicated, have different experiences with the meaning
of words. Each person knows a number of meanings for every
word in his vocabulary. Upon hearing or reading a discourse,
he must choose one of these meanings for each particular
3word as it is used in its context. Such a meaning must be
consistent with the other words. When the meaning-overlap
between words has been completed, the whole sentence bears
meaning,
Rystrom (1970a, 1970c, 1970d) proposed that
comprehension be defined as six different skill areas: 1)
vocabulary (the child must know the meaning of a particular
word as it is used in a particular context) 2) syntax
(the child must know the meaning of a particular syntactic
structure as it is used in a particular context) 3) item
recall (the child must remember a specific statement, or
group of statements, from what he read) 4) item sequence
(the child must remember-the order in which a series of-
events occurred within what he read) 5) interpretation
(the child must be able to infer an unstated fact from
specific information he has read) and 6) evaluation (the
child must be able to determine the degree to which a
passage is consistent with itself and/or with the real
world). In spite of his laborious efforts, Rystrom had to.
admit in his third report that comprehension is not simply
the sum of these six individual skills but'that additional
dimension needs to be considered.
In analyzing communication and comprehension,
Russell and Fea (1963) as well as Trenaman (1967)
distinguished three phases: 1) the nature of the message
itself, comprising both its content and the manner in which
4it is presented 2) the medium or channel of communication
by which it is conveyed 3) the capacity of the recipient,
both to perceive the signals conveying the message through
one or more of the senses, and to record a faithful image
of the message.
Although a meticulously accurate definition of
comprehension is still-lacking, comprehension has been
taught and tested by every language instructor, and a
profusion of studies and experiments have been conducted
on various aspects of this important topic. Language
comprehension may be divided into two categories: auditory
and reading comprehension. In the past, many studies on
comprehension seemed to bias toward reading passages. It
may be that this phenomenon is-a sign of the visual age
McLuhan (1964) announced the arrival of electronic age, in
which children are auditory in their orientation. 'There
is really no reason why auditory comprehension should
receive less attention than reading comprehension. Besides,
as. attested by all psycho-linguists, listening-is a more
basic process in the learning of language than reading.
Chinese students in Hong Kong are often inadequately
trained in the auditory comprehension of English.
According to an unpublished report of IIE (International
Institute of Education), in the TOEFL (Test of English. as
a Foreign Language), January 1972, in Hong Kong., the mean
of the listening comprehension section was 45.0, while the
mean for the other sections was 51.3. The weakness in
auditory comprehension is probably due to the fact that
our teaching and testing systems are geared too much
toward reading and writing. Another reason may be that
there are not enough native speakers of English who teach
the language in the schools. In order to counter-balance
the bias toward reading comprehension, the present
investigation concentrates on auditory comprehension.
The question may be raised as to why the term
auditory comprehension is preferred to listening
comprehension. Taylor (1964) considered auditory
communication in three distinguishable stages: hearing,
listening, and auding. The hearing stage refers to the
process by which speech sounds in the form of pressure
waves are received and modified by the ear. The listening
stage refers to the process of becoming.aware of sound
sequences. The auding stage refers to'the process by
which the continuous flow of words is translated into
meaning. Since the primary concern of the present study.
is the third stage, the term auditory comprehension is
used.
Lado (1961) pointed out the difference between
reading comprehension and auditory comprehension,
especially in the case of non-English-speaking students.
In reading, a student is able to proceed at his own speed
and ao back to re-read what he may not have grasped at
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once, while in listening he must adjust to the speed of
the speaker. In reading, it is possible to by-pass some
of the troublesome sound contrasts. There are differences
in style between the language used in speaking and the
language used in writing. Graphic representation of
Chinese characters and directions of Chinese writing (top
to bottom, right to left) are so different from English
writing that they pose a particular problem for reading
comprehension but such an influence'is not felt in auditory
comprehension. What Lado did not mention was that Chinese
words are mono-syllabic whereas English words are mostly
multi-syllabic. This factor will appreciably affect the
speed as well as the quality of auditory comprehension.
For the above reasons, it would seem feasible to use a
passage that is appropriate for speech communication and
the normal speed suitable for English-speaking natives
(150 words per minute) should be slightly reduced for the
subjects of the present study (Form IV students in Anglo-
Chinese schools).
Numerous investigations demonstrated that cues
might take many different forms, both verbal and non-verbal.
Some.examples of verbal cues are questions, pretests,
instructional objectives, outlines, underlining of key-
points, italics, review techniques, subtitles on films,
etc.. Some examples of non-verbal cues are signs using
sound, light, or colour, gestures and facial. expressions,
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stresses and changes of speed in certain parts or the
presentation, etc.. Placed in different positions, these
cues may have various functions: such as orientative
directions, motivating agents, thought=provoking stimuli,
purposeful repetitions, class descriptives to facilitate
discrimination and generalization, summaries, structure
analyses, and reinforcements. For this reported investi--
cation, question type cues were employed.
Related Literature
As early.as 1929, Washburne had become interested
in the effects of question sequence on retention of prose
material. He presented a passage under five treatment
conditions: questions presented long before the passage,
i.e., the questions were presented in a block at the
beginning of the passage questions interpersed shortly
before the appropriate paragraphs questions interpersed
shortly after the appropriate paragraphs no questions
and questions presented long after the passage, i.e., the
questions were presented in a .block at the end of the
passage. As a measure of retention, the same multiple-
choice test was administered to all. treatment groups. His'
most important conclusion was that the best placement of
questions was at the beginning of a chapter or story.
Carver (1972) reanalyzed Washburne's data and came
up with a somewhat different interpretation. When the mean
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scores in Washburne's report were converted to-percent
scores, i.e., percent of questions answered correctly, the
scores from all treatments were approximately equal on an
absolute percentage scale.
Inserted cues. Inserted cues were studied by many
experimenters. Hall (1936) reported that flashing relevant
questions on the screen during a silent film increased the
amount of learning.. Similar results were reported by
Lumsdaine, May, and Hadsell (1958) for motivating
questions to which students were not asked to respond
explicitly. They showed that the teaching effectiveness
of existing film materials could be improved somewhat by
the simple device of splicing in thought-provoking
questions designed to arouse curiosity, but without calling
for explicit responses. Such questions were helpful in
addition to questions which fostered explicit practice of
material to be learned.
.The most prominent studies that dealt with.inserted
questions were probably those investigations performed by
Rothkopf (1965, 1966). He invented the term mathemagenic-
(mathema, that which is learned gennethenai, to be born).
Mathemag-enic behaviour was defined as behaviour which gives
birth to learning. In the same paper, the positioning of
questions in text as a kind of orienting device'was studied.
The stated purpose. of his research was to find out whether
adjunct, test-like questions have a generally facilitating
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effect on learning from written instructional materials,
and also to determine if it matters where these questions
are asked in the course of the reading. He separated a
chapter from a book into seven sections, each three pages
in length. Before or after reading each section of the
chapter, the subjects answered two questions based on the
section. Upon completing the entire chapter subjects were
given a criterion test that consisted of the questions
practised while reading and additional questions that were
not practised. On the practised questions, subjects who
answered these same questions during the passage did about
.40o better than the reading-only control group. Answering
questions after, but not before, reading a section of the
chapter also had a significant effect on non-practised
questions. In another research, Rothkopf and Bisbicos
(1967) came up with similar results. They furthermore
found that presenting a restricted category of questions
within the passage facilitated performance on non-practised
achievement test items within that category. This effect
was somewhat greater for achievement test questions based
on the second. half of the passage than on the first half.
Subsequent research (Frase, 1967, 1968a, 1968b,
1968c Frase, Patrick, and Schumer, 1970 Bruning, 1968)
confirmed that inserted questions in reading material,
either before or after the section of the passage on which
they are based, sharply improves performance relative to a
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no-question group when the same questions are repeated
again on the criterion test. These studies also confirmed
that performance on non-practised criterion test questions
improves only when the questions were inserted in reading
material after the relevant passages.
Frase showed that inferential questions produced
relatively high recall of factual material (1969). Factual
questions evidently restrict the range of relevant text
sentences, whereas inferential questions increase the
number of relevant sentences and perhaps ensure the
repeated processing of these sentences, with a concomitant
.increase in time spent on reading (1970). Inferential
questions, which have apparently little direct instructional
effects, can produce as high incidental factual recall as
questions that explicitly test for these facts (1971).
Watts and Anderson (1971) studied the effects of
three types of inserted questions on learning from prose.
Subjects who received questions that required them. to apply-
the principles to new examples performed significantly
better on the posttest than all other subjects, including
subjects who-received otherwise identical questions that
repeated examples described in the text. The group which
received questions-demanding answers of names performed
worst on the posttest, poorer even than the reading-only
controlroup.
Research on mathemagenic behaviours was thoroughly
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reviewed by Rothkopf (1970). The researchers professed
that inserted questions in strategic positions facilitated
learning from written passages. Carver (1972), however,
suspected the validity of these investigations. He raised
the following criticisms with supporting evidence:
1) a failure to adequately control for the learning
time and strategy variables has rendered these
studies ungeneralizable to important theoretical
and applied situations, and 2) the concept of
mathemagenic behaviour is a barbarism that
contributes more to confusion of thinking than
to clarity of thinking.
While such accusations seem to be overstatements, they
serve to warn against neglecting some important variables
and urge for a clearer definition of mathemagenic behaviour.
Preceding cues. In contrast to studies which
favoured questions asked after reading a passage, some
researchers tend to stress the value of providing cues at
the beginning of instruction. Lumsdaine, May, and.Hadsell
(1958) reported that the amount learned from certain aspects
of a film could be increased substantially by directing the
attention of students.to those aspects before the instruc-
tional presentation. This was done by oral or written
instructions., by giving a prefilm test, and by pointing out
the hardest questions on a postfilm test, before giving
a second showing of a film. However, the increase in
amount learned from the material covered by the pretest
tended of be offset by losses in the material not covered.
In an unpublished study using a film on various types of
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map projection, Romney (1952) concluded that instructions
designed to induce a set to learn facts significantly
increased the scores on factual items, whereas inducing a
set to learn principles did not result in significantly
higher scores on pl. inc--Lpl.e items. (Less 1fLelilye1IL
subjects tended to gain more from fact-set instructions,
and more intelligent subjects gained more from principle-
set instructions.) Ausubel (1963) emphasized the importance
of advance organizers in the learning and retention of
meaningful verbal material. He indicated that they are
particularly helpful for students who have relatively poor
verbal ability and less than average general or immediate
background knowledge in the learning task. These organizers
are introduced in advance of the learning material itself,
are formulated in terms that are already familiar to the
learner, and are also presented at a higher level of
abstractness, generality, and inclusiveness. Ausubel's
theory appears to favour cueing that serves as ideational
scaffolding prior to the corresponding unit of detailed,
differentiated material. Cues which are grouped together
in such a way as to show the cognitive structure of the
material would seem to facilitate learning.
The most advocated method of.preinstruction cueing
is to state precise objectives before presentation.-
Authorities stressed the usefulness of objectives given to
the learners in advance. held that such a teaching
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strategy: (1) helps the learner to identify the required
terminal performance (Gagn4, 1962 Glaser,-1967), resulting
in a greater commitment by*learners to ends and the means
to these ends (Jackson and Strattner, 1964 Lewin, Lippitt,
and White, 1939 Raven, 1959 Raven and Rietsma, 1957)
(2) assists the learner in maintaining his own control of
learning task reinforcement by discriminating between
relevant and irrelevant learning material (Gagne, 1965
Canfield, 1968 Ausubel, 1960, 1963 Forgus, 1966) (3)
actively engages the learner in using his prior knowledge
(Whittrock, 1963) (4) facilitates the learner's
organization of relevant knowledge which will direct his
thinking to the learning task (Forgus, 1966) and (5)
motivates the learner, indirectly resulting in increased
effort, attention, and readiness to learn (Miller, Galanter
and Pribram, 1960 Ausubel, 1963).
A number of studies indicated the usefulness of
providing learners with instructional objectives. in advance
of instruction (Dressel, 1954 Gaggle, 1965 Mager and
McCann, no date). For instance, it was found that the
knowledge of objectives by adults reduced the time required
to educate them in tasks related to their jobs. Studies
that assessed the effect of using behavioural objectives
demonstrated that the learners' achievement was enhanced
(McNeil, 1967 Moffett, 1966). In other investigations
where instructions and advance organizers were used with
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learners prior to instruction, it was found that their
achievement was influenced favourably (Ausubel, 1960, 1963
Ausubel and Fritzgerald, 1961, 1962 Ausubel and Youssef,
1963 Dawson, 1965 Forgus, 1966 Lumsdaine, 1963 Whittrock,
1962). According to the report of Dalis (1970), subjects
receiving precise information on what was expected of them
before Health Education instruction showed greater achieve-
ment than those who received vague or related information.
Subsequent cues. If inserted post-cues for each
section of'the presentation can be-considered to be a kind
of spaced-review, then post-instruction cues can appropriately
be considered as a kind of massed-review. Miller and Levine
(1952) investigated the relative advantages of spacing the
review sequences through a film so that they followed each
major topic, and of massing the review at the end of the
film. In the massed-review condition, the entire film was
shown and then it was completely reviewed. In the spaced-
review condition, each of the four sections of the film was
reviewed immediately after it was shown and then it was not
mentioned again. The massed-review was demonstrated to be
superior at the .01 level to the spaced-review. In one of
the later replications, eight classes were assigned to a
no-review condition, eight classes to the spaced-review
condition, and seven classes to the massed-review condition.
For the spaced-review condition, the film was divided into
four sections, and each. section was reviewed by means of
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recorded narrations and coloured slides before proceeding
to the next section. For the massed-review condition, the
entire review was deferred until the end of the film. The
massed-review condition was found to be superior to the
spaced-review condition at the .05 level. The spaced-
review condition was found to be superior to the no-review
condition at the .01 level.
From the foregoing literature reviewed, it,would
seem that no conclusive evidence has yet been found to
substantiate that any of the three cueing treatments
(namely: preceding cues, inserted cues, and subsequent
cues) is superior to the other two.
Hypotheses
The purpose of this reported research was to test
the following hypotheses at the .05 level-of significance:
(1) There is no significant difference between the
performance of the Form IV students of Concordia Lutheran
School- North Point and those of Concordia Lutheran School-
Kowloon in the auditory comprehension of an English passage.
The above hypothesis may be stated in notational
convention.as
where al stands for the performance level of the Form IV
students of Concordia Lutheran School- North Point in
auditory comprehension of an English passage, while a2
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Ho ： a1 = a2
stands for the performance level of the Form IV students of
Concordia Lutheran School- Kowloon.
(2) There is no significant difference among groups
of Form IV students both in Concordia Lutheran School-
Ivor th Voint and Concordia Lutheran School- Kowloon in
their performance in auditory comprehension of an English
passage under four different cueing conditions, namely:
(A) cues presented in mass preceding
the spoken passage( R 1),
(B) cues inserted between sections of
the spoken passage 02),
(C) cues presented in mass subsequent
to the spoken passage (Q3), and
(D) cues completely omitted( 1 4).
The above hypothesis may be stated in notational
convention as
HO: •Q1 (1)-132 (1)-Q3 (1) -14 (1)-13 (2)-132 (2)133 (2)-14 (2)
where Q stands for any performance level in auditory
comprehension of an English passage among the subjects,
the subscripts not in parentheses stand for the four
different cueing conditions, and the subscripts in
parentheses stand for the two schools.
Definitions
Auditory comprehension is operationally defined as
the behaviour of listening for the structure, main ideas
16
and details of, and drawing inferences from-an English
passage, the level of which is measured by a modified
version of the Brown-Carlsen.Listening Comprehension Test:
Evaluation and Adjustment Series, Part E: Lecture
Comprehension (Form AM).
Cues in the present study are operationally defined
as questions that may have the function of drawing attention
from the subjects to the stimulus material on which the




Yijk = u + aj + Bi ( j ) + Eijk
Research Design
The reported study was designed to compare the
effects of four methods of cueing on auditory comprehension
among eight groups of subjects in two schools. The group
equivalence in terms of related abilities and attitudes was
achieved by random assignment of the subjects into four
groups in each school. The structural model is a one-
dimensional nested design which may be represented by Table
1. It is symbolized by the conventional formula (Dayton,
1970, p. 203):
where p= usual grand-mean effect
aj.= effect of being at j th level of treatment
dimension, i.e., at which school
Bi(j)= effect of being at ith level of nested
i(J)
factor (within jth level of treatment
dimension), i.e., under which cueing
condition (within which school)
Eijk= experimental-error component which is unique
to kth individual subject within cell (ij) of
TABLE 1
RESEARCH DESIGN OF THE STUDY
LIschools




ijk= the structural model of an individual
subject's score
The notation Qi(j) denotes the fact that the four cueing
conditions are nested within two schools. For the present
study, 2 (1) means the effect of the second cueing condition
(inserted cues) within the first school (Concordia Lutheran
School- North Point) also 3(2) means the effect of the
third cueing condition (subsequent cues) within the second
school (Concordia Lutheran School- Kowloon).
The reason for employing the one-dimensional nested
desiun was that the usual F-test could not take into
19
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consideration the possible significant difference between
the two selected schools. Such a difference would tend to
confound the comparison of effects between the four cueing
methods. Since this reported study took into account the
factors.ot al and a2, the outcomes of Bi(j) could be
identifiable.
Sampling
The subjects were all the Form IV students of the
two selected schools. By random assignment in each of the
schools, every subject in the school had equal opportunity
to be placed into any of the four groups to undergo different
levels of treatment. Randomization was carried out with
the help of a table of random numbers.
The two schools were selected for three-reasons.
First of all, the schools are alike in a number of aspects:
The Form IV students of both schools are frequently exposed
to spoken English with an American accent. According to
the general results-in the Hong Kong Certificate of
Education Examination (English) in recent years, the schools
belong to approximately the same range of achievement in
English Language compared with other Anglo-Chinese schools..
Because the two schools are sponsored by the same church
body and consequently are closely related to each other in
matters of curriculum, it may be hypothesized that their
students would be of similar level of achievement.
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Secondly, since the selected schools represent
neither the upper extreme nor the lower extreme in academic
performance among Anglo-Chinese schools in Hong Kong, they
are, in the opinion of the researcher, more or less
representative of the norm.
The third reason was a matter of practical
expedience. It was not within the researcher's power to
choose at random-any two schools in Hong Kong. And even
if such could be done, the kind of cooperation necessary
for random grouping of students could not be ensured. In
the case of Concordia Lutheran Schools, however, the
researcher was able to obtain approval from their principals
for arrangements favourable to conducting the study.
The researcher had to suspend judgment on whether
or not there was any significant difference in auditory
comprehension between the selected schools until empirical
evidence was derived which gave support to the first
hypothesis.
Whether the selected schools were truly represen-
tative of the whole population of Form IV students in Hong
Kong was quite beyond-the scope of this reported study.
Instruments
1. A modified version of Brown-Carlsen Listening
Comprehension Test: Evaluation and Adjustment Series.
Grade 9-13. (Form MI.), Part E: Lecture Comprehension. The
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Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test (B-C Test) was
reviewed in the Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook by
Linquist and Lorge (1959). As originally specified, the
stimulus materials were to be spoken in person by the local
examiner to the examinees, and each examinee was to mark
the responses on a separate answer sheet. The responses
were printed on the answer sheet itself, rather than in a
separate booklet. The whole test contains 76 items grouped
into five parts: A. Immediate Recall, B. Following
Directions, C. Recognizing Transitions, D. Recognizing
Word Meanings, and E. Lecture Comprehension. The sample
for establishing the norms was approximately 8,000 students
in 25 American high schools from 16 states, and more than
300 college freshmen.
Part E: Lecture Comprehension of the B-C Test (Are)
is a lecture of about 15 minutes followed by spoken
questions of general import and influence as well as the
usual ones about detail.
The present researcher showed the passage in Part E
of the B-C Test (AM) to a number of. Form IV English teachers.
They generally considered the original material as too
difficult and lengthy for average Form IV students. Besides,
they also felt that sections of it might be culturally
coloured, placing the Chinese students at some disadvantage.
Some items of the subtest were thought to be so trivial that
they were likely to be ignored by subjects with good auditory
23
comprehension of English who might be less attentive.
Because of these comments, the researcher had modified both
the stimulus material and the test items a few times before
and after each of the pilot studies. The modified version
used simpler words and expressions in place of difficult
ones. American colloquialisms were eliminated from the
passage. The section which dealt with the history of
Webster's dictionary were deleted as it was irrelevant to
the main theme of the passage. Furthermore, the history
probably would not interest Chinese students and
consequently might be a distraction that would tend to
adversely affect their scores. (See Appendix A.)
Twenty cues and suitable instructions were added at
appropriate places in each of the experimental presentations.
For the first cueing condition, all the cues were given in
mass before the passage. For the second, the cues were
inserted between sections, either as attention indices or
as spaced-review. For the third, all the cues were given
in mass after the passage. Only instructions and no cues
were provided for the control group. Each of the cues was
constructed with reference to one (at times two) of the
test questions, so that the correct covert response to the
cue should be the same as, or closely related to, the
test
correct overt answer to theAquestion. The order of the
cues was the same for the three experimental treatments,
but different from the order of the test questions. (See
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Appendices B, C, D, E.) Table 2 shows how the cues
correspond to the questions in the test.
The 20-item multiple choice test used in this study
was adapted from the original 21-item B-C posttest (AM),
Part E. The original subtest claimed to measure the
subjects' ability to listen for details, get the central
idea, draw inferences, understand the organization, and
note degree of relevancy. Upon close analysis, however,
it was found that too many questions were loaded on details
of trivial character. No question dealt with the general
structure of the passage. Only a few touched on some of
the main ideas. A table of specifications reconstructed
for the original subtest is shown in Table 3.
After two pilot studies and a number of extensive
revisions, a modified version of the posttest was
constructed according to another table of specifications
(Table 4) in order that content validity might be ensured.
Four items (Nos. 7, 8, 10, 18) of the modified
version were taken verbatim from the original posttest
seven others (Nos. 6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 19,.20) were revised-
from the old questions and the rest were new items.
Questions in the original test were meant to be
spoken. However, a spoken question asked only once demands
more of an examinee's memory than a written one, and
therefore. is especially inappropriate for an item which
tests the comprehension of structure (e.g., Nos. 1-4).
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TABLE 2
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE CUES AND THE TEST QUESTIONS
IN THE MODIFIED VERSION OF B- C TEST (AM), PART E








































Note.- The bracketed numbers refer to questions which
demand exactly the same answers as those for
the cues. Fourteen out of twenty questions
are of this type. The other test questions
arP closely related to the cues.
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TABLE 3
A TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS RECONSTRUCTED
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Unlike the original test, the modified test
separated the answer sheet from the test paper, so that the
latter could be re-used. The one-page answer sheet lent
itself to easy handling and convenient scoring. (See
Appendices F and G.)
2. Pre-recorded tapes of the presentation. Although
the B-C Test, Part E was originally designed to be delivered
by the lecturer on location, it was demonstrated by Johnson
and Frandsen (1963) that a pre-recorded tape of the spoken
passage yielded a higher estimate of reliability than a live
presentation. This may be expected since the live presen-
tation has the disadvantage of lack of control on the rate
of presentation and of emphasis in speaking the stimulus
material.- The variation from speaker to speaker would
also affect the reliability of the result. By using
properly edited tapes, any accidental differences in
presentation will be controlled. Two native English
speakers from the mid-western part of U.S.A. participated
in the recordings. Their American accent should have been
familiar to the Form IV students of the two schools under
investigation, because the subjects have been receiving
English instruction from American teachers of the Mid-west.
The female voice gave the test instructions and cue-
questions, while the male voice presented the spoken
passage. Since the subjects of the different groups
listened to the same cues and the same passage spoken by
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the same speakers, any significant difference found in the
results of different treatments could be attributed to the
effects of various cueing conditions. There was always a
5-second pause after each cue wherever it was given in any
of the experimental treatments.
Experimental Procedures
In order to modify the. B-C Test (AM)., Part E for
the present research purposes, two pilot studies were
conducted with Form IV students at Pui Chung College and
Po Leung Kuk C.F.A. No. 1 College. The audio-tape for
Group B (inserted cues) was used for each of the pilot
tests. Following each test, the questions were revised
with reference to their difficulty and discrimination
indices. Item analyses showed that the B-C Test in its
original form was not altogether appropriate for the target
population. The modified version was of medium difficulty
(about 10 correct responses out of 20) for the average
Form IV students in the pilot studies.
For the main investigation', the principals of the
two Concordia'Lutheran Schools were approached regarding
pre-arrangements for randomization, time and place of
testing, appointment and briefing of examiners, as well as
introductory talk to each of the Form IV student bodies.
Information slips were distributed to the subjects for
them to fill in their.oarticulars. These slips served two
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purposes: simplifying the random assignment, and obtaining
accurate personal particulars before the test. The
examiners were teachers of the participating schools.
They were briefed on the nature of the experiment, and the
procedures to be followed. Not many directions needed to
be given to the examiners as all the test instructions had
been recorded on the audio-tapes. The introductory talk
to the subjects aimed at motivating them to cooperate in
the experiment. The subjects-were told the importance of
auditory comprehension in daily life, but were not told
the different treatments until they heard the instructions
later in their groups.
Some time before the actual experiment, the
information slips were returned to the individual students,
with a group label (A, B, C or D) on each one. When they
were assigned into their various rooms, they were given
time to copy the particulars onto their-individual answer
sheets.
The test for Concordia- North Point students took
place on 16th May, 1974 at 3:30 p.m., while that for
Concordia- Kowloon students was administered on 17th May,
1974 at 4:00 p.m.. At the appointed time, the subjects,
22 in each group, entered their rooms as assigned, under
the guidance of their examiners. The rooms were on the
same floor for each administration. The researcher stayed
in the corridor, ready to aid any of the examiners.
Tape recorders were set up in each of the rooms.
The volume of sound was regulated before the experiment
began. Undesirable noises were kept to a minimum. All the
examiners started the recorders simultaneously. Test
instructions, cues, and the passage itself were given by
means of the pre-recorded tape. (See Appendices A. B, Cr
D and E.) All the examiner needed to do was to see that
the instructions were followed properly and to pass out the
Itest swer sh eets (Appendices F and G). Sincepapers and an
the subjects were taking a power test, no time limit was
set. The examiner stayed in the room until every subject
has finished the written test. The same procedure was
followed in both Concordia schools.'
A follow-up study was carried out with Form VI
students of Queen's College on 30th May, 1974 at 2:40 p.m.,
following an identical procedure as that for Concordia.
students. The result obtained served as a cross-reference
fnr the main investigation.
Data Analysis
The structural model for a score in the main
investigation, as given earlier, is
There are two null hypotheses of interest. The first




Similarly, for the cueing variable B (nested factor) we
can write
The one-dimensional nested design was employed for
statistical analysis. From the point of view of score
notation, the scor. e Yilk represents the kth score within
cell (ij) of the design. The usual dot notation is.
utilized to represent summation; that is, a cell (11)
sum of scores would be, in general, Y11., which is the sum
of scores in cell (11) of the design. Similarly, Y is
the sum of the scores for level j of the treatment dimension
(cueing), and Y is the grand sum of the scores.
With 22 observations per cell, there is a within-
cell-error term. Thus, the sums of squares which can be
computed are associated with 2 different schools (A), with
4 cueing conditions (nested factor, i.e., B within A),. and
with experimental error. The sum of squares associated
with the schools is computed from the school sums.(i.e.,
the sums for each school, summing over the cueing conditions).
Thus
The denominator of the left-hand term is 4(22) since each
level of A is summed over 4 levels of B, the nested factor,
and each level of B contains 22 observations. The sum of
squares for B, the nested factor, is computed from
information within the levels of A since B is nested within
A. That is, this sum of squares reflects the variability
of the levels of B within each level of A. Thus, the sum
of squares for B (within A) is a combination of sources of
variability each of which is confined to one level of A.
Computationally, the sum of squares for B within level 1
of A is 00
At level 2 of A, the formula is identical except that the
subscript 1 is replaced by 2. The sum of squares for B
(within A) is, then
From the definition of the sum of squares for B within A,
it is apparent that the degrees of freedom for this source
are also computed from within the levels of A. For each
level of A, B has 4- 1 degrees of freedom thus, overall,
the degrees of freedom for SSB (A) are 2(4- 1).
The within-cell-error term is found from within-
cell variability, after computing the total sum of squares,
The degrees of freedom for the error sum of squares are
2(4)(22-1). In effect, each of the 8 cells of the
experimental design has 22-1 degrees of freedom.
Data derived from the follow-up study with Form VI
students of Queen's College were treated with the usual
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one-way analysis-of-variance procedure for four groups.
In essence the researcher compared the variance between
groups under four cueing conditions and the variance within
groups. The between-group variance was the measure of
comprehension performance, the effect produced by the
cueing conditions. The within-group variance-was the
measure of chance error. The F ratio was calculated
according to the formula:
Obviously, for the F ratio to reach the level of
significance the between-group variance must sufficiently
exceed the within-group variance. For MS between' there
were 4- 1 degrees of freedom. For MS within' there were
4(22- 1) degrees of freedom. In total, there were
(22) (4)- 1 degrees of freedom.
The one-dimensional nested design in the main
investigation and one-way analysis-of-variance in the
follow-up study were similarly. employed for comparing
performance in terms of (I) structure and main ideas (II)
details, and (III) inferences, under the four cueing
conditions.
Computations of. the above were electronically
performed on the ICL- 1900 Computer, Chinese University
of Hong Kong. Fortran IV program listings of statements





analysis-of-variance were developed and included in
Appendices H and I.
CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this research are reported in four
sections: (1) the main investigation, (2) the follow-up
study, (3) general observation, and (4) discussion.
The Main Investigation
The main investigation was oriented toward
examination of the two hypotheses set forth in Chapter One,
first in terms of the whole test, and then in terms of
pof the test. The hypotheses were:
Whole test. The vector of means and standard
deviations for the whole test in the main investigation
are tabulated in Table 5. As can easily be observed, the
overall mean for Concordia- North Point is higher than
that of Concordia- Kowloon. This suggests a possible
difference in comprehension proficiency between the student
bodies. The results of four-group comparison in the two
schools are quite irregular. At Concordia- North Point,
the order of superiority is ADCB, while at Concordia-
Ho:a1=a2
Ho: l(l)=2 (l)=3(l)=4 (l)=1(2)=2 (2)=3(2)=4(2)
TABLE 5
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS




9.459.41 1 9.68 7.959.821 10.239.5010.36Means





ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR
ONE-DIMENSIONAL NESTED DESIGN
AS APPLIED ON THE WHOLE TEST
(MAIN INVESTIGATION)
Source df ss MS F
1 31.96 5.77*SS school 31.96
6 51.35 8.55SS cue 1.55 (N.S.)
168 930.23SS error 5.53
175 1013.54SS total
Level of significance: p <.05
Noto.- N.S.= non-significant
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Kowloon, the order is B>D>A>C.
Table 6 shows the summary of analysis-of-variance
for the whole test. The between-school F-ratio has passed
the .05 level of significance. That is to say, the first
null hypothcsis can be rejected. specifically. there was
significant difference at the .05 level between the
performance of the Form IV students of concordia Lutheran
school- North point and those of concordia Luheran
school- Kowloon in the auditory comprehension of an
English passage, the former student body being superior to
the latter. The result may be represented in the
conventional notations as
The difference between the overall means, although
not great, was still significant enough to refuse arbitrary
pooling of test results obtained from the two schools. If
the usual procedure of analysis-of-variance for uncorrelated
groups were applied on the pooled data,the difference
between schools could have confounded the difference among
cueing conditions. The one-dimensional nested design had
successfully avoided the possible pitfall
In Table 6, the F-ratio representing the between-
treatment (i.e.,between various cueing conditions)
difference does not reach the .05 Level of significance.
In other words, data analysis failed to reject the second
null hypothesis which stated that there is no significant
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difference among groups of Form IV students both in
Concordia Lutheran School- North Point and Concordia
Lutheran School- Kowloon in their performance in auditory
comprehension of an English passage under four different
cueing conditions.
Parts of the test. Through similar statistical
procedures as above, data for examining the hypotheses in
terms of each part of the test are summarized in Tables 7
and.8. Table 7 shows the between-school comparison, while
Table 3 indicates the between--treatment.comparison. In the
between-school comparison, although Concordia- North Point
did better than Concordia- Kowloon in any part of the test,
the F-ratios are not large enough to reach .05 level of
significance. The between-treatment comparisons do not
fall into any regular pattern of superiority. For instance,
in Part III, the order for Concordia- North Point is
CADB, while the order for Concordia- Kowloon is ADCB.
The F-ratios likewise are found to be non-significant at the
.05 level.
In sum, in the comparison of performance in terms
of( I) structure and main ideas, (II) details, and (III)
inferences, significance difference of effect at .05 level
could neither be found between the two student bodies nor
among arous under different cueing treatments.
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TABLE 7
MEANS AND F-RATIOS FOR PARTS OF THE TEST











4.39 4.0110 2.84 (N.S.)
Details
III
4 1.61 1.35 3.45 (N.S.)Inferences
Level of Significance :p <.05
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TABLE 8
MEANS AND F-RATIOS FOR PARTS OF THE TEST
IN THE BETWEEN-TREATMENT COMPARISON
(MAIN INVESTIGATION)
MeanS
No. of Concordia-Concordia- FPARTS
items
KowloonN.P.
A B C DA B C D
I




4.50 4.32 4.05 4.73 4.09 4.45 3.36 4.14 1.40 (N.S.)10
Details
III
4 1.59 1.41 1.95 1.50 1.41 1.23 1.36 1.41 0.81 (N.S.)
Inferences
Level of Significance: p < .05
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The Follow-up Study
For the follow-up study, only the between-treatment
comparison is relevant, but that comparison is really where
the chief interest of the present research lies. (See
Table 9.)
Whole test. Though the comparison of means for the
whole test shows the order of DCBA, the difference is so
small that it fails to approach the .05 level of significance.
Parts of the test. The comparison of means in terms
of each part of the test also does not reveal any significant
difference at the .05 level. The pattern of the apparent
differences (e.g., D>C>B>A forPart' I 'of .thetest) does not
match any of the patterns in the main investigation.
To conclude, in analyzing data obtained from the
follow-up study with Form VI students of Queen's College,
no significant difference at the .05 level was discovered
among comprehension scores under the various cueing
conditions, either in terms of the whole test or parts of
the test.
However, it may be noted that the performance of
the Form VI. student body was reasonably better than that
of the Form IV student bodies.
General Observation
In order to present a graphic image of the results
reported above, Figure 1 shows a profile of the mean scores
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TABLE 9




No. of FContent Aitems
DCB
13.9520 13.4513.0012.73 0.94 (N. S.)Whole test
I. Structure
5.145.144.91 5.006 0.42 (N.S.)and Main
Ideas
6.455.95 6.5010 5.59 1.33 (N.S.)II. Details
2.364 2.411.86 1.82III. Inferences 1.56 (N.S.)















GRAPH SHOWING MEAN SCORES
THE MAIN INVESTIGATION AND THE FOLLOW-UP STUDY
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derived from the main investigation and the follow-up study.
The vertical axis represents a scale of the mean scores
(average correct items). The theoretical maximum of the
vertical scale is 20 (not shown in the figure). The
horizontal axis represents tour treatments in each school.
Each line between the axes stands for a pattern in a
between-treatment comparison. The irregularity of patterns
is clearly evident.
That the second null hypothesis could not be
rejected in this study was quite unexpected. The researcher
had expected that at least the experimental groups (preceding
cues, inserted cues and subsequent cues) would perform
better than the control group (no cue). Previous studies
of cueing as applied on films and written texts had. quite
consistently shown the superiority of cued instruction over
non-cued instruction, but such superiority was nowhere
evident both in the main investigation and the follow-up
study, either in whole or in parts. Neither was any
outstanding difference in performance discovered among the
experimental groups.
Discussion
In view of the unexpected phenomena, the researcher
attempted to look for possible causes for such results:
1. Weakness of the stimulus material. The topic
under discussion in the spoken passage might not have been
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interesting enough to successfully arrest and sustain the
students' attention. In the main investigation, the
subjects on the average had more than half the items
correct in Part I (structure and main ideas) but less than
half right in part II (details) and part III (inferences).
That is to say, most subjects found it difficult to recall
the finer points in the passage, despite the cues given.
The discrepancy in attention span of individuals might have
contributed to chance errors which rendered the test
insensitive.
2. Difficulty in defining"comprehension". As
pointed out in the first part of chapter one, the term
"comprehension" has long been defying any precise definition
or analysis. Even where a definition had been produced,
either it was too unwieldy for empirical research (e.g.
chomsky 1957 ,1965; Fodor and katz 1964; Russell and Fea
1963; Trenaman 1967) or the factors which it included were
hot exhaustive (Rystrom 1970), The original B-C test, part
E failed to give proper weights to the elements it claimed
tomeasure(Table 3on page 26). It is likely that the
operational definition of auditory comprehension employed
in the presen study (page 17) also has not fully represented
all the elements involved. The inadeguacy might have been
a cause for the unexpected results.
B. Lack of overt response to the cues. In some of
the previus studies on cueing techniques,overt responses
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were required in order to maximize effects (e.g.: Rothkopf
1965, 1966 Rothkopf and Bisbicos 1967 Frase 1967). In
the present study, no overt response in oral or written
form was demanded in the course of the presentation. There
was, nevertheless, a 5-second pause. after each cue so that
a subject in an experimental group might have time to
respond covertly. It might be conjectured that requiring
an overt response would have amplified the differences
among the groups. However, Group A (preceding cues) might
then have been at a disadvantage because the subjects would
have been compelled to overtly answer questions for which.
they had not been prepared.
4. Insufficient stress on the usefulness of cues.
It could have been beneficial for the subjects in the
experimental groups if they had been told how the cue
questions would help them in the posttest. This would have
motivated them to listen more closely to the cues and to
diligently search for the answers in the spoken passage.
The instructions in the present study perhaps beat not
given due emphasis to the merits of paying attention to the
cues.
Although four possible reasons for an inconclusive
result on the second hypothesis have been given above, each
alone would probably have not been sufficient to make the
investigation unfruitful. Nevertheless, by acting together,
they could have increased the experimental error to the
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The main purpose of this reported study was to
compare the differential effects of four cueing conditions
on auditory comprehension in English on Form IV students
in two Anglo-Chinese schools. The cueing conditions under
comparison were (A) cues presented in mass preceding the
spoken passage, (B) cues inserted between sections of the
spoken passage, (C) cues presented in mass subsequent to
the spoken passage, and (D) cues completely omitted. This
study also purported to find out if there is significant
difference in comprehension proficiency between the two
student bodies. The stimulus material was addpted from
Part E: Lecture Comprehension of the Brown-Carlsen
Listening Comprehension Test. Modifications of the
posttest were carried out with reference to item analysis
after each of the tcao pilot studies. The subjects in the main
investigation were all the Form IV students in two Lutheran
schools. In each school, the students were randomly
assigned into four treatment groups. Each group listened
to a pre-recorded tape containing the spoken passage with
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test instructions and cues placed at appropriate positions.
Immediately after that, the subjects took the same posttest.
Data analysis was done in accordance with the one-dimensional
nested design. A follow-up study using Form VI students of
Queen's College served as a cross-reference for the results
derived from the main investigation.
In the main investigation, significant difference
in performance was found at the .05 level between the two
student bodies.* However, no significant. difference at the
.05 level was discovered in comparing the subjects'
performance under the above-mentioned cueing conditions.
The difference between schools might have been caused by
different previous training. The insignificant difference
in cueing effects could have been due to a combination of
four elements: (1) weakness of the stimulus material, (2)
difficulty in defining comprehension, (3) lack of overt
response to the cues, and (4) insufficient emphasis on the
usefulness of cues.
Recommendations
It is recommended that further research be conducted
to discover the underlying elements of auditory comprehension.
If the rigorous efforts of Rystrom (1970-1a) to define
reading comprehension still left something to be'desired,
it can be anticipated that defining auditory comprehension
in empirically manageable terms will not be any easier.
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Before an adequate and workable definition is produced, any
instrument for measuring auditory comprehension will have
questionable content validity.
The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test,
Part E: Lecture Comprehension appeared to be the only
standardized test available at present for accessing
ability to understand a spoken passage. The listening
subtests in TOEFL permit note-taking during the lecture.
However, note-taking behaviour is so complex that crossing
it with listening comprehension will not easily lend itself
to experimental investigation. It would be worthwhile for
any interested researcher to develop a valid and reliable
test in auditory comprehension of English. If the stimulus
material chosen is free of cultural bias,.then it will also
be applicable to examinees whose mother-tongue is other than
English.
Although cueing or prompting techniques in
programmed learning have been studied extensively during
the last decades, methods of cueing in oral communication
have rarely been dealt with in empirical research. It
would seem reasonable that oral cues, which are so
frequently used in classrooms, should get much more
attention from educational investigators than they have
been receiving. Cues of various kinds need to be carefully
identified, logically categorized, properly labeled, and
their effects be scientifically examined.
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APPENDIX A
STIMULUS MATERIAL FOR A MODIFIED VERSION OF
BROWM-CARLSON LISTENING COMPREHENSION (FORM AM)
PART E: LECTURE COMPREHENSION
Increasing Your Vocabulary
A good vocabulary is important for several reasons.
First, words win arguments - they persuade, they convince.
Once Abraham Lincoln, having failed to make a
stubborn opponent see the error of his reasoning, said,
Well, let's see. How many legs has.a cow?
”Four, of course,“ came the answer.
”That's right,“ said Lincoln. ”Now suppose we call
the cow's tail a leg, how many legs would a cow have?“
"Why, five, of course."
"Now that's where you're wrong." said Lincoln.
"Simply calling a cow's tail a leg doesn't make it a leg."
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Second, you need a good vocabulary to make clear,
concise explanations. Sometimes one word, provided it is
the right one, explains everything. For example, once when
the famous pianist Paderewski played before Queen Victoria,
the ruler exclaimed with enthusiasm, Mr. Paderewski, you
are a genius!"
Ah,your Majesty," he rplied, "perhaps, but
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before I was a genius, I laboured like a slave.
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Words are important for a third reason -- to make
experience more meaningful. Max Eastman, writing about
how to enjoy poetry, says that most Americans,.upon reading
a poem, mistake it for a riddle. They think their part is
to evade the simple power of the words, and look behind
them in search for a teaching, or a piece of very subtle
information.
Poetry is using words, not to record or convey
information, but to make experience more meaningful and
affectionate. If the poet can communicate to you the
refined, essential quality of any real moment of his life,
or any imagined life, that is enough. Don't ask for more.
If you get something more, it is so much the better. But
if you are anxiously on the watch for it, you will miss
the whole thing.
Eastman then goes on to mention a. poem of his which
attempts to give something more. He says: I once had a
friend in Texas who loved to take pictures of egrets, a
kind of slender, broad-winged, snow-white bird. One day
while we were looking at his pictures, my friend's tall,
slender daughter, the most beautiful creature I saw in
Texas, sat silently on the arm of her father's chair,
looking thoughtfully at the distant sky. In my feelings,
her beauty somehow mixed with that of the birds and
provided the inspiration for my poem, 'Egrets,' which
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describes her as being 'gentle and yet far away as wings
upon wild water.'
Finally, words make the difference-between boring
or interesting someone. You may have fascinating things
to tell, but you need the right words if 1rou want to make
them truly interesting. Notice how the right words make
this an interesting story.
The country is India. At a dinner party the talk
had turned to calmness and self-control, and the old
argument: Which was more reliable in danger, man or woman?
The males present, army officers and civil servants, agreed
that women were the beauties of creation their one weakness
was that they went into hysterics in danger. That was when
you needed men.
All the ladies gracefully agreed, except the hostess.
At the height of the discussions she called a native boy.
Ali! Kindly get a bowl of milk at once and put it
on the floor.
With a terrified roll of his eyes the boy ran to
obey, placing a bowl on the floor, close to the mistress of
the house. Then he-stood back, holding a whip in his hand,
as from under the white table-cloth, there glided a long
swollen snake, yellowish-brown with black and white marks.
The cobra came near the milk and the native boy fell on it
and killed it.
Well, exclaimed a red-faced colonel, how on earth
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did you know that snake was under the table?
It was coiled, replied the hostess, around my
ankle.
Now let's see how we may increase our vocabulary.
In other words, since vocabulary is so all-important, how
can we build one that will convince, explain, or interest
others more effectively?
In the first place, what about the American army
way of building a foreign-language vocabulary? Wouldn't
that work equally well with strange English words?
Take Fernandez, a shy Mexican shepherd boy. When
the Army picked him up at 18 and started him on basic
training, he was very homesick. He couldn't write home.
And when anyone sent him a letter,'he couldn't read it.
The Army. put him in the Special Training Troop
with other uneducated people. After 8 weeks he was able to
sign his name for his salary and was crazy with happiness.
At the end of 13 weeks he was following the news and writing
letters home.
Such intensive teaching is common in the American
Army and Navy.
Think of the long time usually spent in studying
French or Spanish. In the American Army they teach you the
basic essentials of a language in 8 to 12 hours.
Suppose our schools take up the Army-Navy technicue.
You'll first find the class around a phonograph, learning
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as a child learns his own language- by listening to and
imitating a native speaker. After 15 to 20 minutes' work
with records, the teacher fires simple questions at the
students. All questions, all answers, even from the first
lesson, are in the foreign tongue.
This language technique emphasizes the importance
of using the words added to your vocabulary.
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Then, there is the dictionary-study way. How
should the dictionary be used as a vocabulary-building aid?
Well, we can learn a few things from Uncle George, who was
as fond of words as a zoologist is of animals. The first
thing he did when he came to pass the winter with us was to
have the big dictionary brought into the dining room.
Hardly a meal was finished without some of us children
jumping up to consult that dictionary. We found we could
have as much fun with it as with any game we played.
One morning Uncle George asked if we knew what
exiguous meant. Well, I sort of know, I said.
If you don't know exactly, Uncle George replied,
you can't use it properly. It's like recognizing a man
by his clothes. You can identify him, but you don't know
much about his character.
After I'd consulted the dictionary, Uncle George
said, Now repeat the word aloud three times.
He insisted that we must use each new word in a
sentence at least three times a day. Somehow the new words
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made us feel mentally richer. When we talked we had a
feeling of confidence, the way you do when you have money.
Uncle George would also show us what interesting
stories the dictionary contained. He had us look up the
word nice and read the dictionary story of a word that
insisted on being a. compliment instead of an insult.
Give me three words derived from the names of
cities, he used to say in another of his dictionary word-
games. And so it went. That's how Uncle George showed us
the fun of using the dictionary.
Suppose we use a concise statement by Funk to
summarize this approach. When you read or hear an
unfamiliar word, make a note of it and look it up later in
the dictionary. If you think it will be useful to you,
write it down with its pronunciation and its simple
definition. Then say the new word several times and use
it as soon as possible in your conversation or in a letter.
Be sure to review your list from time to time, for new
words slip away easily from the mind.
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Then there'is the synonym-study way. A study of
synonyms is one of the surest ways of enriching your
vocabulary. But very few words are exactly alike. For
instance, hate, loathe, despise, abhor, detest and abominate
are synonms, but each shows a slightly different view of
one central idea. Watch the TV commercials, the signs in
the streets, the advertisements in magazines and newspapers.
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Pick out the striking words and see how many synonyms you
can think of for each one of them.
- - - - - - - - - - - -
And don't overlook the derivation or word-history
approach. Searching out the history of a word often helps
clarify and fix its meaning. When we find, for instance,
that geometry refers to measurement of the earth
because in Greek geo means the earth and -metry means
to measure, the word becomes more vivid. Or take another
example. The word sediment signifies something that sits
on the bottom, for sedi- is derived from a French word
which means to sit or to settle. Word histories are
both fascinating and helpful.
- - - - - - - - - - - -
The word-a-day plan, the last of the five methods
to be recommended, stresses regularity and orderliness.
You may loaf along at a one-a-day rate or step along at
five-a-day speed, depending on how ambitious you feel. It
has been proved again and again that if you will regularly
add new words to your vocabulary, and use them accurately
and appropriately in your conversation, you will increase.
your self-confidence, and gain wider social acceptance and
greater influence in your community.
- - - - - - - - - - - -
So much for the separate methods. Whichever method
or combination of methods you decide to use, remember that
the important thing is to tailor it to your own needs. A
method that suits some people may not suit you, although
you can probably modify it to do so.
APPENDIX B
A MODIFIED VERSION OF
BROWN-CARLSON LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST (FORM AM)
PART E: LECTURE COMPREHENSION
Test Instructions and Cues for Group A (Preceding Cues)
F: Dear students, each of you will now be given an
answer sheet for a Listening Comprehension Test. Please
fill in your name and the other information called for.
Be sure to fill in all the information accurately. (Allow
sufficient time (two minutes) for each student to fill in
the required data.) Have you all finished? Now please
put down your pencils. Do not write anything until you
are told to do so.
Much of what we learn is obtained by listening. It
is just as important to know how well you understand what
you hear as it is to know how well you understand what you
read. This test will tell how good a listener you are.
Is there anybody who cannot hear me clearly? Please put
up your hand if you cannot. (Pause'one minute. Make any
necessary seating adjustments at,this time.)
Later another speaker will present to you a passage
entitled INCREASING YOUR VOCABULARY. Listen carefully as
he speaks because, after he had finished, you will be told
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to answer questions about the passage. The test questions
will find out how well you can grasp the main ideas and the
general outline, remember the details, and draw conclusions
from the passage. To help you comprehend the content
better, I shall give you some hints in the form of questions
before his presentation. These questions are not part of
the test. Therefore do not write down the answers to these
questions.
M: The title of this passage is INCREASING YOUR
VOCABULARY.
F: The passage is subdivided into three sections.
Each section has a main idea. The first section essentially
deals with four reasons concerning the importance of a good
vocabulary. Please listen for the details of the information
according to the following hints: (Pause for 5 seconds after
each cue)
(1) What is the animal mentioned in the
Lincoln story?
(2) What is the reason for a good vocabulary
as illustrated in the Lincoln story?
(3) Who praised Paderewski's performance in
the second story?
(4) What is the most important factor that
led to the success of Paderewski as a
pianist?
(5) What is the reason for a good vocabulary
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as illustrated in the Paderewski story?
(6) How can a good vocabulary help to describe
an experience?
(7) What makes the story of the hostess
interesting?
(8) How does the story of the hostess
disprove that all women go into
hysterics in a crisis?
(9) In the first section, what are the
four reasons which show the importance
of a good vocabulary?
gectionThe second Aessentially deals with five methods for
improving vocabulary. Please listen to the hints.
(10) What are the characteristics of the Army-
Navy approach to learning vocabulary?
(11) What words did Uncle George ask the
children to look up in the dictionary?
(12) What is the chief difference between
the Army-Navy approach and Uncle George's
approach?
(13) What are the six steps that Funk
recommended in his dictionary-study
approach?
(14) Do synonyms always carry the same meaning?
Why not?
(15) In describing the derivation method what
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examples are given in the passage?
(16) What does the word-a-day plan stress?
(17) In the second section what are the five
methods of increasing vocabulary recommended?
The third and last section essentially talks about
the principle of choosing your own method of building
vocabulary. Here is a hint.
(18) In selecting a method of improving
vocabulary, what is the most important
thing to remember?
At the end of the presentation, try to think back:
(19) What are the themes of the three sections
and in what order are they presented?
(20) What is the central idea of the whole
passage?
Listen to the passage now.
M: A good vocabulary is important for several reasons.
First, words win arguments - they persuade,..........
F: This is the end of the whole passage. Each of you
will receive a test paper. Read it carefully but do not
write anything on it. Your answers should be marked on the
answer sheet. (Pass out the test papers. Silence until
the students are ready.) Now turn to the first page of
your test paper and turn over your answer sheet. (Allow
for five seconds) Look at the example on the test paper.
ThP question is What is the title of the passage?
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Decide which of the five choices given is correct. .(Pause
for three seconds) Choice (c), Increasing Your Vocabulary,
is the correct title. Then look at the answer sheet. The
answer space under (c) has been checked. Do you know how
to take the test now? If you have any question, please put
up your hand. (Pause for three seconds) When you have
finished your test, please stay in your seat until you are
told to leave the room. You may do your test now.
APPENDIX C
A MODIFIED VERSION OF
BROWN-CARLSON LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST (FORM AM)
PART E: LECTURE COMPREHENSION
Test Instructions and Cues for Group B. (Inserted Cues)
F: Dear students, each of you will now be given an
answer sheet for a Listening Comprehension Test. Please
fill in your name and the other information called for.
Be sure to fill in all the information accurately. (Allow
sufficient time (two minutes) for each student to fill in
the required data.) Have you all finished? Now please put
down your pencils. Do not write anything until you are
told to do so.
Much of what we learn is obtained by listening. It
is just as important to know how well you understand what
you hear as it is to know how well you understand what you
read. This test will tell how good a listener you are. Is
there anybody who cannot hear me clearly? Please put up
your hand if you cannot. (Pause one minute. Make any
necessary seating adjustments at this time.)
Later another speaker will present to you a passage
entitled INCREASING YOUR VOCABULARY. Listen carefully as
he speaks because, after he has finished, you will be told
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to answer questions about the passage. The test questions
will find out how well you can grasp the main ideas and
the general outline, remember the details, and draw
conclusion from the passage. To help you comprehend the
content better, I shall occasionally give you some hints
in the form of questions. These questions are not part.of the
test. Therefore do not write down the answers to these
questions.
M: The title of this passage is INCREASING YOUR
VOCABULARY.
F: The passage is subdivided into three sections.
Each section has a main idea. The first section essentially
deals with four reasons concerning the importance of a good
vocabulary. Please listen for the details of the information
according to the following hints: (Pause for 5 seconds after
each cue)
(1) What is the animal mentioned in the Lincoln
story?
(2) What is the reason for a good vocabulary as
illustrated in the Lincoln story?
M: A good vocabulary is important for several reasons.
First, words win arguments- they persuade..........
F: (3) Who praised Paderewski' s. performance in
the following story?
(4) What is the most important factor that
led to the success of Paderewski as a
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pianist?
(5) What is the reason for a good vocabulary
as illustrated in the Paderewski story?
M: Second,..........
F: (6) How can a good vocabulary help to describe
an experience?
M: Words are important..........
F: (7) What makes the following story interesting?
(8) How does the story disprove that all women
go into hysterics in a crisis?,
M: Finally,..........
F: (9) Now can you remember from the above section
what were the four reason which showed the
importance of a good vocabulary?
Here begins the second section. This section
essentially deals with five methods for improving
vocabulary. Please listen to the hints.
(10) What are the characteristics of the Army-
Navy approach to learning vocabulary?
M: Now let's see...........
F: (11) In the following story, what words did
Uncle George ask the children to look up
in the dictionary?
(12) What is the chief difference between the
Army-Navy approach and Uncle George's
approach?
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(13) What are the six steps that Funk
recommended in his dictionary-study
approach?
M: Then, there is..........
F: (14) Do synonyms always carry the same meaning?
Why not?
M: Then there is the synonym-study way..........
F: (15) In describing the derivation method what
examples are given in the following?
M: And don't overlook..........
F: (16) What does the word-a-day plan stress?
M: The word-a-day plan..........
F: (17) Now can you remember from the above section
what were the five methods of increasing
vocabulary recommended?
The following is the third and last section. This
section essentially talks about the principle of choosing
your own method of building vocabulary. Here is a hint.
(18) In selecting a method of improving
vocabulary, what is the most important
thing to remember?
M: So much..........
F: This is the end of the whole passage.
(19) Can you remember the themes of the three
sections and in what order were they
presented?
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(20) What is the central idea of the whole
passage?
Each of you will receive a test paper. Read it
carefully but do not write anything on it. Your answers
should be marked on the answer sheet. (Pass out the test
papers. Silence until the students are ready.) Now turn
to the first page of your test paper and turn over your
answer sheet. (Allow For five seconds) Look at the
example on the test paper. The question is "What is the
title of the passage?" Decide which of the five choices
given is correct. (Pause for three seconds) Choice (c),
Increasing Your Vocabulary, is the correct title. Then
look at the answer sheet. The answer space under (c) has
been checked. Do you know how to take the test now? If
you have any question, please put up your hand. (Pause
for three seconds) When you have finished your test, please
stay in your seat until you are told to leave the room.
You may do your test now.
APPENDIX D
A MODIFIED VERSION OF
BROWN-CARLSON LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST (FORM AM)
PART E: LECTURE COMPREHENSION
Test Instructions and Cues for Group C (Subsequent Cues)
F: Dear students, each of you will now be given an
answer sheet for a Listening Comprehension Test. Please
fill in your name and the other information called for.
Be sure to fill in all the information accurately. (Allow
sufficient time (two minutes) for each student to fill in
the required data.) Have you all finished? Now please put
down your pencils. Do not write anything until you are
told to do so.
Much of what we learn is obtained by listening.
It is just as important to know how well you understand
what you hear as it is to know how well you understand what
you read. This test will tell how good a listener you are.
Is there anybody who cannot hear me clearly? Please put
up your hand if you cannot. (Pause one minute. Make any
necessary seating adjustments at this time.)
Later another speaker will present to you a passage
entitled INCREASING YOUR VOCABULARY. Listen carefully as
he speaks because, after he has finished, you will be told
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to answer questions about the passage. The test questions
will find out how well you can grasp the main ideas and
the general outline, remember the details, and draw
conclusions from the passage. To help you review the
content, I shall give you some hints in the form of
questions immediately after the presentation. These
questions are not part of the test. Therefore do not
write down the answers to these questions. Here begins
the spoken passage.
M: The title of this passage is INCREASING YOUR
VOCABULARY.
A good vocabulary is important for several reasons.
First, words win arguments- they persuade,..........
F: This is the end of the whole passage.
The following are some hints in the form of
questions to help you review the passage. Remember: These
questions are not part of the test.
F: The passage is subdivided into three sections.
Each section has a main idea. The first section essentially
deals with four reasons concerning the importance of a good
vocabulary. Please try to recall what you have heard
according to the following hints: (Pause for 5 seconds
after each cue)
(1) What is the animal mentioned in the
Lincoln story?
(9) what is the reason for a good vocabulary
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as illustrated in the Lincoln story?
(3) Who praised Paderewski's performance
in the second story?
(4) What is the most important factor that
led to the success of Paderewski as a
pianist?
(5) What is the reason for a good vocabulary
as illustrated in the Paderewski story?
(6) How can a good vocabulary help to
describe an experience?
(7) What makes the story of the hostess
interesting?
(8) How does the story of the hostess
disprove that all women go into
hysterics in a crisis?
(9) In the first section, what were the four
reasons which showed the importance of
a good vocabulary?
The second section essentially deals with five
methods for improving vocabulary. Please listen to the
hints.
(10) What are the characteristics of the Army-
Navy approach to learning vocabulary?
(11) What words did Uncle George ask the
children to look up in the dictionary?
(12) What is the chief difference between the
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Army-Navy approach and Uncle George's
approach?
(13) What are the six steps that Funk
recommended in his dictionary-study
approach?
(14) Do synonyms always carry the same meaning?
Why not?
(15) In describing the derivation method what
examples are given in the passage?
(16) What does the word-a-day plan stress?
(17) In the second section what were the five
methods of increasing vocabulary recommended?
The third and last section essentially talks about
the principle of choosing your own method of building
vocabulary. Here is a hint.
(18) In selecting a method of improving vocabulary,
what is the most important thing to remember?
(19) Finally, in recalling the whole passage, can
you remember the themes of the three sections
and in what order were they presented?
(20) What is the central idea of the whole
passage?
Here ends the review. Each of you will receive a
test paper. Read it carefully but do not write anything on
it. Your ans%ers should be marked on the answer sheet..
(Pass out the test papers. Silence until the-students are
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ready.) Now turn to the first page of your test paper and
turn over your answer sheet. (Allow for five seconds)
Look at the example on the test paper. The question is,
What is the title of the passage? Decide which of the
five choices given is correct. (Pause for three seconds)
Choice (c), Increasing Your Vocabulary, is the correct
title. Then look at the answer sheet. The answer space
under (c) has been checked. Do you know how to take the
test now? If you have any question, please put up your
hand. (Pause for three seconds) When you have finished
your test, please stay in your seat until you are told to
leave the room. You may do your test now
APPENDIX E
A V110DIFIED VERSION OF
BROWN-CARLSON LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST (FORM AM)
PART E: LECTURE COMPREHENSION
Test Instructions and Cues for Group D (Control Group)
F: Dear students, each of you will now be given an
answer sheet for a Listening Comprehension Test. Please
fill in your name and the other information called for.
Be sure to fill in all the information accurately. (Allow
sufficient time (two minutes) for each student to fill in
the required data.) Have you all finished? Now please
put down your pencils. Do not write anything until you
are told to do so.
Much of what we learn is obtained by listening. It
is just as important to know how well you understand what
you hear as it is to know how well you understand what you
read. This test will tell how good a listener you are. Is
there anybody who cannot hear me-clearly? Please put up
your hand if you cannot. (Pause one minute. Make any
necessary seating adjustments at this time.)
Later another speaker will present to you a passage
entitled INCREASING YOUR VOCABULARY. Listen carefully as
he speaks because, after he has finished, you will be told
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to answer questions about the passage. The test questions
will find out how well you can grasp the main ideas and
the general outline, remember the details, and draw
conclusions from the passage. Now please listen to the
content.
NI: The title of this passage is INCREASING YOUR
VOCABULARY.
A good vocabulary is important for several reasons.
First, words win arguments- they persuade..........
F: This is the end of the whole passage.. Each of you
will receive a test paper. Read it carefully but do not
write anything on it. Your answers should be marked on
the answer sheet. (Pass out the test papers. Silence until
the students are ready.) Now turn to the first page of your
test paper and turn over your answer sheet. (Allow for five
seconds) Look at the example on the test paper. The
question is, What is the title of the passage? Decide
which of the five choices given is correct. (Pause for
three seconds) Choice (c), Increasing Your Vocabulary, is
the correct title. Then look at the answer sheet. The
answer space under (c) has been checked. Do you know how
to take the test now? If you-have any question, please
put up your hand. (Pause for three seconds) When you
have finished your test, please stay in your seat until you
arP told to leave the room. You may do your test now.
APPENDIX F
Auditory Comprchension Test
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Example: a b c d e
1. a b c d e
2. a b c d e
3. a b c d e
4. a b c d e
5. a b c d e
6. a b c d e
7. a b c d e
8. a b c d e
9. a b c d e
10. a b c d e
11. a b c d e
12. a b c d e
13. a b c d e
14. a b c d e
15. a b c d e
16. a b c d e
17. a b c d e
18. a b c d e
19. a b c d e
20. a b c d e
APPENDIX G
Auditory Comprehonsion Test
(A Modifiecl Version of Brown-Carlson Listening Corlprehension Test)
(Past E: Lecture Comprehension)
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What is the title of the passage?
a. Improvement of Vocabulary
b. Your Vocabulary
c. Increasing Your Vocabulary
d. LI thods of ImprovinsVocabulary
e. You =d Your Vocabulary
1. In what order were the three sections placed in the passage?
(1) Choosing your own method
(2) Five methods for building vocabulary
(3) Four reasons why a food vocabulary is important
a. (1) (2) (3)
b. (2) ( l) (3)
C. (3) (2) (1)
d. (2) (3) (i)
e. (3) (i) (2)
2. Which four reasons were given in the passage to snow the importance of a
good vocabulary?
(1) It convinces people
(2) It cuts a long story short
(3) It makes you a good poet
(4) It rakes clear and concise explanations
(5) It helps to remember word histories
(6) it makes experience more meaningful
(7) It interests people
(8) It earns admiration
a. (1) (3) (5) (7)
b. (2) (3) (6) (8)
c. (3) (5) (6) (7)
d. (4) (5) (7) (8)
e. (1) (4) (6) (7)
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Pago 2
3. hich five mothocls of improvinc vocabulary were rocorLmenciodi in the passago?
(1) The Army-Navy to cln-i que
(2) The sequence technique
(3) Tho dictionctxy-study approach
(4) The synonym-study method
(5) Tae -antonym-study method
(6) The derivation approach
(7) The word-a-day plan
(8) The analogy method
(9) The poetry-study approach
(10) The recitation method
a. (2) (3) (5) (70) (9)
b. (i) (3) (4) (6) (7)
c. (1) (6) (7) (8) (10)
d. (2) (4) (5) (6) (9)
e. (1) (2) (4) (7) (9)
4. Which six steps were recommended by Funk for increasing your vocabuloxy?
(1) Take notice of a new word
(2) Guess its meaninC from context
(3) Consult the dictionexy
(4) Fin' out its history
(5) If the word is useful, write down its pronunciLation an definition
(6) Find out its synonyms and antonyms
(7) Say it aloud a few times
(8) Use it as soon as possible
(9) Teach it to other people
(10) Review your word list from time to time
a. (1) (2) (5) (7) (9) (10)
b. (1) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8)
c. (2) (4) (6) (7) (8) (9)
i. (1) (3) (5) (7) (8) (10)
e. (2) (4) (5) (7) (8) (10)
5. Tn selecting a mothod of building vecabulary, what io the mogt importoht
thing to do?
a. to leaxn from Funk
b. to choose with deterrination
c. to imitate a successful writer
d. to adapt it to your own needs
e. to choose randonly
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6. What was tho central idea of the passage?
a. using the dictionary
















9.what does poetry attempt to do?
a.convey information










11.What was the chief difference between the Army-Navy approach and Uncle
george's method?
a.regularity versus irregularity of drill
b.word-function versus word-meaning
c.listening versus reading
d.forced drill versus interesting activities
e. oral training versus dictionary-study
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13. Why are synonyms seldom exactly alike in meaning?
a. because synonyms are words of opposite meaning
b. because each synonyri shows a slightly different aspect of one central
thought
c. because synonyms are only words of the sane pronunciation
d. because each synonym: comes from a different language
e. because synonyms are words of similat
14. To illustr . to the helpfulness of word histories, what words were msntione?
a. advortisoment,magazine




15e The Lincoln story was used in this passago to show the importance of a





e. the rolating of porsonal oxperionce
16. What does the word-a-day omphaeizo?
a. fast speed of learning new words
b. 1arCe quantity of words learned at one time
c. small quantity learned at one time
d. re ,ularity and orderliness
e. slow speed of learning now words
17. The story of the hostess implies that ...... what?
a. most women are not afraid of snakes
b. in a crisis, a woman always loses her self-control
c. in a crisis, some women may be more reliable than men
d. a good vocabulary keeps a person calm in a crisis
e. the hostess at first slid not know a cobra was coiled around hor anklo
90
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18. From tho padorowski story what would on infer that he thought?
a.musicians wore born, not made
b.practico makes perfect
c.geniuses are inspired individuals
d.genius is a metter of having the right paronts
c.he was a genius
19.padorowski would probably consider desirable vocabulary growth as
......what?
a. being natural and offortiess
b.being the rosult of special offort
c.requiring above average intelligence
d. rosulting from heredity
e. requiring the propar onvironment
20. That part of the passage about Army-Navy language teaching suggaet that
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CM (1) = CSM(1)/IN
CS (1) =SORT (COSOSM(1)-(CSM(1)**2/IN)/(IN-1.0)
120 CONTINUE








140 A = A+CSOSM(1)
SSTO=A (GTS ** 2/(IN*8))
SSE = SSIO - SST-SSTW
WRIIF (2.160) (CM(1), 1=1.8), (CS(1), 1=1.8), SST, SS W. SSE, SSTO
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15 FORMAT (1H1,////40X, 15HORIGINAL SCORES, ////24X,1HA,10X,1HB,10X,
11HC, 10X,1HD,//)
WRITE(2.65) (A(I),B(I),C(1),D(1),1=1,N)
65 FORMAT (25X, F5. 2.6X,F5.2.6X,F5.2.6X,F5.2,/)
WRITE (2.20) M.K



























30 FORMAT (////20X,18HSS-WITHIN= F8.2)
SSTO=S-(R-/(N*K))
WRITE(2.35)SSTO
35 FORMAT (////20X.18HSS-TOTAL= F8.2)
SUM=SST+SSW




45 FORMAT (////20X, 18HMS-TREAT= F8.2)
DFW=K*(N-1)SMSW=SSW/DFW
WRITE(2.50)SMSW
50FORMAT (////20X, 18HMS-WITHIN= F8.2)
F=SMST/SMSWWRITE(2.55)F
55 FORMAT (////20X, 18H F= F8.2)
GO TO 300
200 WRITE (2.60)
60 FORMAT(/////2X, 30HERRORIN CARD,PLEASERE-CHECK)
300 STOP
END
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 327, NAME NOMN


